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prevent such a disaster. The only 'off-limits" signs parents and political leaders well enough to deal . ' .
,:, on Guam are military--and in some cases, such as " with it effectively, so naturally their next victim is " .,

.,'., security, there are reasons for these, monied whites."

._i_' In St. Croix other Caribbean islanders,.known as . In turn that violence, in such lurid examples as .
"aliens," were imported by the thousands to fill the Fountain Valley Golf Course murders in which
the ' bottom-level tourist industry 'servkcg jobs, as ,, seven people were shot.to death, has all but ruined_
well as construction jobs, resulting in bitter _. _"the St. Croix tourism, and thrown hundreds out of _,_..!.,

feelings and a crisis in the already overloaded _ork. It has also had an adverse, affect on ._.:r,_
public school system. There is, of course, an governmental' incomes, forcing cut-backs in _!
interesting similarity on Guam, but because of the services and budgets. ,_.,,.:_
distances involved, and the costs, few "alien" . Scott also reports: "There are complaints of

.,._. families have been brought to Guam, :_o the school leniency in the court system on an island where
:_": enrollment problem hasn't been quite as difficult. .native-born. blacks tends to be interrelated and the " . -

,_,_.:_ judge is likely to know the family of whatever
/,?:_ Tl_e Virgin Islands school system., which also youths come before him. -;
'.':_'._::.:,employs many "stateside" .or "continental" "'There are complaints of inefficiency and )• " . . /

teachers is in dire straits. They have announced favoritism in the government, ;which has been tlae
[, "_..),;there, will be no money for paper, or pencils or traditional employer of native-born black Cruzan, "'_'z..:

V_L..:books:for the third.quarter. Some"_chools are on
• most of whom will not do the manual labor and _

• ' triple sessions. The dr0pout:rate _.n the island's :...'%iservice'jobs'-that the tourist industry imports
only high school is placed at 20 percent by some, "aliens' to do. The government employs roughly __,..,,
and around 50 percent by the principal. In the 70 percent of all working Cruzans, and by its own ._!
high school there are less than a dozen mainland statistics-- thought to be low---hires 21.0 percent

•".'.'' children, with all the rest going to private schools. ,,'_:'.' ."' of the entire Virgin Islands labor force Of 40,000.
.,S.,,_'_" "l'lle St. Croix commissioner of labor reports that Scott reports that one man, Marie Moorhead,
:'_ 65-70 percent of. last year's graduates are still.,"."_. has founded a black awareness organization on St.

'_ looking for their first jobs. Hundreds of studen'ts founded
Croix in and has now a new

are refused admission each year because there is no political party, the United -People's Party. Its goal

space to put them. Youngsters reading as'low as . , is independence from the United States and ; \ -_!-_i

second-grade level h'_ve been graduated from 8th i":.:_"_:Cruzan control of the island's economy, as well as - .' _• grade. ' "!' " :'" : ' ' " " ' its politics. How close it may come to capturing " _..,• p

,.._. , In the V.I., as in Guam, the cultural changes the spirit of the things Cruzaps are.worried about
_2.-,_ have come down hard on the youngsters, with the. won't be clear until the fall elections. The party

, .... police blaming young people under 25 for 75 intends to put Up candidates for governor and a _.
percent of the burglaries, robberies, and assaults, number of seats in the 15 member Senate. t-.
Families have complained that this generation is, Surely, thereare as many dissimilarities on.
growing up unusually frustrated and rootless. The Guam as compared to the V.I. as there are

focus of the problem, writer Scott says, is that similarities, but it seems to us that there are some . _ _- . _..
native-born Cruzans have become --within the one .,.: lessons to be learned here. For one thing, it seems ':_'-";. • ...._.,_-.-,_"_-&;:._"
generation " of the tourist industry boom--a _ evident that the Guamani_in, like the Cruzan, is far ':_:'_;'':: ,..,-"_ _. • ' "."
minority on their own island. While the 1970 too governmental oriented. It seems imperative
census asked no ethnic origin questions, estimates that we develop more of the local people into
are that native-born black Cruzans make up no business, and especially tourism careers, so that
more than 28-30 percent of the 55,000 people on this vital industry doesn't always remain in ..
tl_e multi-cultural island. Another source said "outside" hands. ]'here is no way, obviously, that

: ..,i .gt_.,_._,_percent are native born Puerto Ricans, you can tell a hold-up man to cool it, because this

__ children of migration workers that ca me in the doesn't look good for the tourists. But it is plain'20s to workonthe sugar fields. Fully half the that a high rate of crime does adversely affect
population results from the tourist boom-- the 20 tourism, and thus,' our crime prevention and
percent who own most of the tourist industry, detection systems need upgrading.
primarily the "white'continentals" from the Finally, it is becoming increasingly plain that

] mainland and the 30 pe_:cent "aliens" who make this political void of unincorporated status is
, befls, serve food, tend bar and clean up. It is having a dismal effect upon the people of the

• ,:. "I possible, Scott says, for the tourist to spend a Virgin Islands and Guam. it seems that the time is
t week in St. Croix, t.alk to the black people who corlaing where the United States is going to have to!

k. "- ,:_ ; clean his room, serve his meals, fix his drinks, and make some hard choices, and more important, the
.[_':i".'.¢ ;. _ wait on him in Stores aml still go away without people of the two territories are going to have to

,<. •;,_ ,.. ,_ having spoken to a nat_ve-born black (_ruzan, make chotces as well JCM ,

.... .......... , .:,•.. ,,- ....


